PURPOSE & GOALS OF CSR IN INDIAN CONTEXT
First Time in India

• **Corporate Social Responsibility in India.** India is the first country in the world to make **corporate social responsibility (CSR)** mandatory, following an amendment to The **Company** Act, 2013 in April 2014. Businesses can invest their profits in areas such as education, poverty, gender equality, hunger and other SDGs.

• India is one of the few countries that has made **CSR** activity for big companies a **mandatory** regime. It has done so that businesses don't take undue advantage of the environment, improve customer satisfaction, and help better investor's morale. Jan 25, 2019

• As per Compliance not only how companies manage their business processes to produce an overall positive impact on society.

• It covers sustainability, **social** impact and ethics, and done correctly should be about core **business**.
Understanding of CSR

**CSR** can be defined as a Company’s sense of responsibility towards the community and environment (both ecological and social) in which it operates.

Companies can fulfil this responsibility through waste and pollution reduction processes, by contributing educational and social programs, by being environmentally friendly and by undertaking activities of similar nature.

CSR is not charity or mere donations. CSR is a way of conducting business, by which corporate entities visibly contribute to the social good. Socially responsible companies do not limit themselves to using resources to engage in activities that increase only their profits.

They use CSR to integrate economic, environmental and social objectives with the company’s operations and growth. CSR is said to increase reputation of a company’s brand among its customers and society.
PURPOSE OF CSR

The purpose of CSR is to make corporate business activities sustainable in its three Dimensions

→ Economic
→ Social
→ Environmental
Purpose of CSR

• CSR purpose to ensure that companies conduct their business in a way that is ethical this means taking account of their social, economic and environmental impact and consideration of human rights. It can involve a range of activities such as working on partnership with local communities.

• Now, CSR has become one of the standard business practices of our time. For companies, the overall aim is to achieve a positive impact on society as a whole while maximising the creation of shared value for the owners of the business, its employees, shareholders and stakeholders.
The Purpose of Inclusion of CSR in the Companies Bill

- The CSR provisions of the Bill seek to create an enabling environment.
- Allow corporates to harness and channelize their core competencies as well as develop effective business models
- Promote and facilitate far better connection between businesses and communities
- Facilitate deeper thought and longer term strategies for addressing some of our social, economic and environment.
Figure No. 1 Social Responsibility of Business Towards Society.
Goal 1: Contributing to Build a Safe, Secure, and Comfortable Society

Goal 2: Maintaining Harmony with the Global Socio-Economy

Goal 3: Promoting Global Environmental Protection

Goal 4: Promoting Communications
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With Shareholders and Investors
With NGOs and NPOs
For the Global Environment and Nature Conservation
With Employees
With Local Communities
The benefits of CSR in compliance with ISO 26000

**Internal benefits**
- Reinforce the company project and employee involvement
- Increase the recruitment capacity of the company, motivate and retain employees
- Increase the company's global performance and its continuity
- Manage the company's legal risk better and improve its practices in this area
- Transform engagements into actions and implement lasting actions

**External benefits**
- Improve its reputation and uphold public trust
- Provide credible communication: publish actions and results in total transparency
- Be visible as a "responsible" player
- Generate good practice across its network
- Reassure and answer to the expectations of customers and other stakeholders
WIN WIN SITUATION FOR ALL